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1 | (R)EVOLUTION AT RIJEKA
CITY MUSEUM

During the festival, jazz music can be
heard all over the town, from various
terraces and even from the sea, more
precisely from the popular "Jazz Boat"
that sails along the coast.

Museum of national revolution is the
foundation for the introduction of units
called Propaganda and the revolution of
the proletariat (the National Liberation
struggle).
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where: OPATIJA'S OPEN AIR THEATRE
when: 9 JULY

7

where: CITY MUSEUM OF RIJEKA
when: APRIL – 16 SEPTEMBER
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2|R
 ETROPATIJA, MUSICAL
AND THEATRICAL SPETACLE

2 | SUMMER AT GUVER 2016
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In the park behind Villa Angiolina one
can see oldtimer cars while the music
is playing from their radios; the dancers
dressed in suits of that time are dancing,
drinking popular drinks of that day, eating
toast and chewing first bubble gums.

Mixture of music, gastronomic and
cultural events during all summer;
National day of music celebration,
Vintage festival, Gastro Show by Srđana
Jevtić & much more.
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where: OPATIJA'S OPEN AIR THEATRE
when: 9 JULY

4

where: GOVERNOR'S PALACE
SUMMER GARDEN
when: 17 JUNE – 2 SEPTEMBER
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3 | LIBURNICON 2016, SCIENCE FICTION FESTIVAL

3 | RIJEKA SUMMER NIGHTS
During the summer months, the
squares, streets and terraces of Rijeka
are turned into theatre stages. Popular
town locations, but also places that
the citizens of Rijeka themselves find
difficult to envisage as possible stages
for actors and theatre props.
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If you like science fiction & fantasy then
everything is clear! But if you don't know
what Star Trek is or you've never heard of
a lightsaber, we bring you three reasons
for coming.

where: OPATIJA
when: 19-21 AUGUST

where: VARIOUS LOCATIONS
when: 1-24 JULY

4 | LIBURNIA FILM FESTIVAL

4 | EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES
GAMES 2016

It presents the best documentary films
by Croatian filmmakers and producers
from the last year. The jury and audience
awards from this festival are highly
recognised among filmmakers.

The 5000 students from 45 European
countries and 250 different universities
will compete in 21 different sports and
will be part of the most beautiful sports
story ever told in Croatia!

where: IČIĆI
when: 23-27 AUGUST

where: RIJEKA
when: 10-25 JULY

5 | MANDRAĆ 2016
INTERNATIONAL
PAINTING COMPETITION
This is an "ex tempore" painting
competition where artworks are created
"on the spot" and which every year
attracts numerous artists and art lovers
to Volosko.

5 | DARK "O" METAL FEST

Opatija
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6|V
 IENNESE WEEK
IN OPATIJa

where: CRYSTAL HALL, HOTEL KVARNER
when: 19-24 SEPTEMBER

After the exceptionally successful first
two years of the Dark O Metal Fest, the
third edition of the festival will shake
Croatia and its surroundings in its
strongest edition so far.
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where: volosko
when: 27-28 AUGUST

Long relationship between Vienna &
Opatija was the basis for event which
celebrates mutual historical, social &
cultural heritage through gastronomic
specialties , music, traditional dances,
exhibitions, etc.

Should you find yourself in our beautiful
city on the following dates, make sure you
don’t miss out on hippest of the hip events

1 | LIBURNIA JAZZ FESTIVAL
2016
←

Opatija

Should you find yourself in our
beautiful city on the following dates,
make sure you don’t miss out on
hippest of the hip events
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where: RUŽIĆEVA BB
when: 12-14 AUGUST
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6 | PILGRIMAGE ON ASSUMPTION OF MARY HOLIDAY
Main place of pilgrimage for catholics
in wide range from city of Rijeka. The
sanctuary itself is very interesteing and
by climbing the 560 staris you'll come to
se some really sectacular views.
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where: SHRINE OF OUR LADY OF TRSAT
– FRANKOPANSKI TRG 12
when: 15 AUGUST

ISLAND HOPPING
IN THE SKY

FROM

REGULAR & PRIVATE
flights

DAILY PANORAMIC FLIGHTS
join us for awesome pictures
and memories

TRAVEL IN STYLE
and make your day
very special

DAILY CONNECTIONS
to Italy (Ancona, Pescara)

1. Beer Garden
— boćarija Lovran

4.Peperoncino Lovran

7.Cantinetta Sveti Jakov

10.Restaurant Argonauti
Luxury fine dining restaurant located
along Opatija's Lungo mare, under the
ancient arcade Astoria hotel. The specialty
of this restaurant is a daily fresh fish from
the Kvarner Bay & dishes with a signature
of chef Joseph Abičić based on white
truffle, boskarin and Kvarner shrimps.

Taste of Croatia

Located near the center of Lovran, where
you can enjoy special beers and local food
while relaxing in their beer garden. With a
various selection of beers, also craft beers
they will indulge you with delicious food
prepared on a charcoal barbecue. Try beef
steaks, vegeburgers & much more and
enjoy fire performances & live music.

They like good food, craft beer, local
products & share a passion for tasty meals,
especially if the food in question is homegrown. They are dedicated in their intention
to connect all people who love homegrown food, homemade products & those
who produce it. It is also an excellent place
to find unusual gifts & original souvenirs.

A unique type of restaurant under
the ancient arcade Hotel St. James. It
can be described as a combination of
Italian trattoria and wine bar. Pleasant
atmosphere invites to enjoy the excellent
dishes. The emphasis is on simple
Mediterranean dishes such as homemade
pasta, grilled fish, various meat grilled
specialties, homemade pasta.

INFO
9.rujna 5, Lovran
+385 99 373 1212
FB Beer-Garden-Boćarija-Lovran

INFO
Stari grad 13, Lovran
+385 95 865 9577
FB PeperoncionoLovran

INFO
P. Tomašića 1, Opatija
+385 51 202 099
—

INFO
M. Tita 109, Opatija
+385 51 202 000
—

2. Restaurant
& pansion Učka

5.Suvenir Lovran

8. BIANCO&NERO

11.VILLA ANGIOLINA

An important part of travel experience
is bringing a small token of your travels
home with you to remind you of the
wonderful time you had exploring new
lands and cultures. Stemming from the
Old French word, souvenir means exactly
that - to remember. Their collection of
souvenirs & home decor items are pieces
of art and timeless treasures indeed.

Freshly prepared local and international
food in a modern atmosphere with fine
wines and excellent Italian coffee — this
is "bianco&nero". b&n — breakfasts,
brunches, home-made desserts, sea
food, fish and meat steaks, open — grill
fire, pleasant terrace, vicinity of the sea,
garage parking 2kn/h.

It is the building that certainly marked
the beginning of the tourist epoch in
the history of Opatija. St. Jacob’s Church
Pending its building in 1844. Opatija was
a relatively large settlement with about
120 houses, clustered mainly around
plots further away from the sea coast
and chiefly oriented towards fishing and
seafaring.

INFO
Vela Učka bb, Ičići, Opatija
+385 51 516 899
www.pansion-ucka.com

INFO
Stari grad 40, Lovran
+385 293 153
FB Suvenir-Lovran

INFO
Stubište Lipovica, opatija
+ 385 51 440 398
www.bianco-nero.info

INFO
Park Angiolina
Opatija Lungomare

3. Bistro Yacht
Club Opatija

6.Antica Osteria Da Ugo

9.Choco Bar Opatija

Situated in the picturesque port of
Opatija, full of boats & soaked in the
scent of pine trees, is a true temple of
homemade Istrian-littoral cuisine. The
fisherman, boaters & gourmets come
to Yacht Club every day to enjoy in
delicious meals.

Antica Osteria da Ugo is a true kingdom
for all gourmands! You'll be welcomed
with combinantion of top quality
and daily fresh ingredients. Delicious
homemade pasta, tasteful homemade
boskarin sausages & much more. Be sure
to try the finest pizza in town and also
delight yourself by trying more than 40
kinds of beer.

The range of exclusive filled chocolates,
original cocktails, chocolate drinks and
ice-cream treats is the best testimony of
both the tradition and knowledge of the
Kraš production based on the superior
quality.

INFO
Zert 1, Opatija
+385 51 272 345
www.yacht-club-opatija.com

INFO
M.Tita 85, Opatija
+385 51 278 000
—

INFO
Maršala Tita 94, Opatija
+385 51 603 562
www.kraschocobar.com

free map

Spoil yourself with their enogastronomic
cuisine, carefully chosen to make your
palate tasted the best local specialties
coastal region. Breathe in the fresh air of
the mountain Učka & enjoy the benefits
of nature.

FOODs TO TRY

&
Pay the familiar
way with Visa

Chestnut Dishes — gastronomic

offer of famous Lovran (Opatija) sweet
chestnuts – maruni.

+385 112 CALL FOR URGENT HELP
+385 192 POLICE
+385 194 EMERGENCY
+385 193 FIRE DEPARTMENT

1.Tavern Feral

4.Samovar Bar

In the heart of Rijeka in a building that
dates back to 1789 is open Tavern Feral.
Dishes are based on quality offer of fresh
fish, shellfish & seafood. Selection of
small, cold & hot dishes are suitable for
short meals, working lunches & socializing
after work.

Rijeka:
Krešimirova 52A, + 385 666 000

3 Opatija is famous for its delicious
specialty – omelette with
asparagus.
Visa_95_55_v6.indd 1

Opatija:
Nazorova 4, +385 51 271 227

OPATIJA ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBER:

09/03/16 11:06

– Billa / Nova cesta 68
+385 51 445 666

10. THE MARTIME
& HISTORy MUSEUM

Tea, coffee & chocolate bar in the old city
center. Furnished by original antiques,
awarded for best interior design, and with
a beautiful tea garden terrace, this is the
best place for your relax and refreshment
during visiting Rijeka.Rated “Excellent” by
TripAdvisor travelers.

It's located within the Nikola Host Park.
It was the first regional museum in
the Rijeka area, founded in 1876 when
Doctor Joseph Roman Lorenz designed
its concept in accordance with Vienna’s
Naturhistoriches Museum.

It houses the Maritime and Historical
Museum of the Croatian Littoral
founded in 1961, which contains a
maritime, cultural and historical,
ethnographic and archaeological
department. Some of the original
pieces from the Governor’s palace have
been preserved and presented in the
salons.

INFO
Matije Gupca 5b, Rijeka
+385 51 212 274
www.konoba-feral.com

INFO
Trg MV Flaciusa 2, Rijeka
+385 51 215 521
FB Samovar-Bar

INFO
Lorenzov prolaz 1
+385 51 553 669
www.prirodoslovni.com

INFO
Muzejski trg 1
+385 51 21 35 78
www.ppmhp.hr

2. Lovorka

5.CUKARIKAFE BAR

8.PEEK&POKE
— CHILDHOOD MUSEUM

11. PEEK&POKE
— COMPUTER MUSEUM

The first Croatian museum dedicated to
childhood, games, books and toys loved by
many generations before they "decided" to
become all grown up and serious. Museum
offers more than 600 exhibits among
which the oldest toy dates back to 1900. It
is created by the citizens themselves who
donate their toys and childhood memories.

Those who peek into Rijeka’s computer
museum and poke through its past will
be amazed by the speed at which our
technological future has become our
past. Under the name Peek&Poke, it is the
first Croatian museum of computers and
computer equipment. Its founders call it
the Retro Computer Club.
INFO
Ivana Grohovca 2
+385 91 780 5709
www.peekpoke.hr

A carnivore's paradise, Grill Lovorka
cooked up traditional Balkan and Croatian
cuisine with a special focus on barbecued
meats. Poultry and seafood dishes like
turkey in gorgonzola sauce and grilled
squid are also served while sides include
the likes of boiled potatoes, grilled zucchni
and Macedonian — style baked beans.

Lovely bar to fullfll your day with great
coffee and natural sodas. Watch out
sweet tooths, this bar is a real danger
for you! Lose yourself in their delicious &
tasteful cakes while enjoying company of
their friendly staff. Oh, did we mention
that interior looks like adorable oldfashion
grandma's house? Yes, too cute to handle.

INFO
Rujevića 6, Rijeka
+385 51 260 244
www.girll-lovorka.hr

INFO
Trg Jurja Klovića 4
+ 385 99 583 8276
FB Cukarikafe-Bar

INFO
Ivana Grohovca 2
+385 91 780 5709
www.muzejdjetinjstva.com

3. The Beertija

6. Cukerin

9.PRIRODA I DRUŠTVO

The Beertija offers over 220 sorts of beer
and more than 40 sorts of whiskey. As you
are drinking some of the most delicious
beers you can enjoy the sounds of rock
music. If you had too much beer you
can stay upstairs in our hostel, called Das
Hostel.

A cake shop in the Old city, an addition
to the Archeological park Principij, with a
terrace surrounded by trees has much to
offer. The emphasis is placed on the daily
fresh irresistible cakes made with great
care and love. With, let’s say, a creamy
cheese cake enjoy the aroma of Illy coffee
and natural freshly squeezed juice.

Priroda i društvo is a concept of two
healthy bars in Rijeka, offering juices,
smoothies, raw cakes, coffee, and daily
fresh vege and gluten free meals. One is
located in calm part of the old city, with
green relaxing terrace and home-feeling
interiour, while the other one is in the main
street, Korzo.

INFO
Slavka Krautzeka 12
+385 51 452 183
FB The Beertija Rijeka

INFO
Pod Kaštelom 9, Rijeka
+385 51 444 950
www.cukerin.com

INFO
Užarska 14 (backyard) & Korzo 38
+385 51 413 789
FB Priroda i društvo

RIJEKA ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBER:
–K
 aufland / Zametska ulica bb
+385 51 641 522
– Tower Center / Janka Polić Kamova 81a
+385 51 422 156

1 Girl with a seagull is one of the
most recognizable symbols of
Opatija, made by sculptor Zvonko
Car in 1956, placed on the wall
along the Lungomare.

2 In 1902. famous dancer Isadora
Duncan visited Opatija, which
later wrote in her memoirs that
the inspiration for her hands'
movements came by watching
leaves of Opatija palms.

7. NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM RIJEKA

Grill & restaurant

RANDOM FACTS
ABOUT opatija

Visa ATM / opatija: NOVA CESTA 68 | F. PERŠIĆA 5 | MARSALA TITA 69/2, 86, 89
136/4,140/3, 166 a, 189, 200 | NOVA CESTA 4, 68 | SPINČIĆEVA 1, 2 / rijeka: ANTE
STARCEVICA 4,10 | B VIDASA 14 ZAMET | BARTOLA KASICA bb, 7 | BASTIJANOVA bb, 3A | B.
VIDASA 14 | BRACE FUCAK 2 | M. KONTUSA 5 | CAMBIERIEVA 17 | CVETKOV TRG 1 | DJURE
SPORERA 3 | D. GERVAISA 39 | GEISTLICHA 39 | SUPILOVA 6 | EUGENA KVATERNIKA 3 | F.
BELULOVICA BB, 5 | F. LA GUARDIA 4, 11 | F.CANDEKA 36B | Fiumara 11, 17 | F. KURELCA
8 | FRANJE CANDEKA 8A, 32F, 44 | FRANKOPANSKI TRG 8 | ISTARSKA 50 | IVANA ZAJCA
6,9, 18, 24 | J. P. KAMOVA BB,81A | JADRANSKI TRG 2C, 3, 3A | J. TRDINE 6 | JANKA POLIC
KAMOVA 19, 81A | ZAMETSKA 44 | KOBLEROV TRG 1 | KORZO 13, 39 | Kresimirova 42,
52 | KVATERNIKOVA 62B, 65 | BATAJE 16 | KRLEŽE 16 | M. KOZULIĆ 4 | MAROHNICEVA
5A | MARTINKOVAC 142 | MATE LOVRAKA BB | MATIJE GUPCA 8A, 11 | INDUSTRIJSKA
BB | MIHANOVIĆEVA 44 | MLJEKARSKI TRG 3 | N. TESLE 11 | VRATA JADRANA SJEVER |
OSIJECKA ULICA 29, 50, 67, 67 B, 71 | PEHLIN 46 | P.JURČIĆA 2A | PILEPICI 1 | PRELUK 10 |
PRIMORSKA 20 | PUL VELE CRIKVE 1 | PULSKA 1 | PUTNIK ZABICA BB | RIJECKI LUKOBRAN
BB | RIJEKA, KORZO 39 | RIVA 6,16 | S. KRAUTZEKA 72 | SCARPINA 7 | SKURINJSKA CESTA BB
| SLAVKA KRATZEKA 15,33 | S.FRANKOVICA 9 | TIZIJANOVA 2 | T.STRIZICA 3,8 | TOMISLAVOV
TRG 1 | TRG IVANA | TRG J. JELAČIĆA 1 | KOBLERA 1 | KRALJA TOMISLAVA 1 | TRG ZABICA
1 | ULICA ERAZMA BARCICA BB | ULJARSKA 4 | UŽARKSA 9B | V.BRATONJE 23 | VOLČIĆEV
TRG 1 | VOZISCE 24 | VUKOVARSKA 87 | A. MANZONI 1 | ŽABICA 2, 7 | ZAMETSKA 44, 90 |
ZVONIMIROVA 3, 6B
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RANDOM FACTS
ABOUT rijeka

1 Constructed by Ivan Lupis Vukic in
Rijeka in the 19th century was the
world’s first torpedo.

2 The Rijeka Carnival is not only the
biggest in Croatia but also one
of the most popular carnivals in
Europe.

3 Beautiful girl from Rijeka, Karolina
Belinić, charmed the british
captain John Leard to spare the city
bombing and arson. She's known
as Karolina Riječka.
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